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The Apple iTunes Music Store is currently selling three million songs a day in the 

U.S. and hit its “billion-songs-purchased mark” on February 22, 2006 (Leong 8). iTunes is a 

successful legal media downloading software that evolved in response to increasing Internet 

piracy of music at the turn of the century. Apple influences the potential enforcement of 

copyright law on the Internet in the U.S. and worldwide by intertwining contract and copyright 

law. Apple used a Digital Rights Management scheme to monitor usage until record labels 

agreed to remove these restrictions.  

The online piracy of movies, music, and other forms of entertainment has been an 

increasing problem for copyright holders and has been progressively harder to control. By 

definition, online piracy is “the unauthorized uploading of a copyrighted sound recording that is 

made available to the public, or downloading a sound recording from an Internet site, even if the 

recording isn't resold” (Leong 2). The lack of an international copyright law and a way of 

preventing users from stealing media makes the enforcement of copyright laws online 

challenging because files can be shared across international borders instantly (Leong 2). To 

complicate this issue, P2P networks arose at the turn of the millennium (Leong 3). P2P networks 

let users download a file from another user without a central server (Leong 3). This process gave 

users global instant access to millions of files not cleared by copyright holders (Leong 3). Since 

Napster was dissembled, file sharing has progressed to new software that no longer requires a 

central server, making it near impossible to monitor users and the files they are sharing (Leong 

4).  
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The first attempt to globally protect copyright law was the Berne Convention created 

in 1886 (Leong 4). The convention established minimum standards requiring member nations to 

protect copyright and proposed the copyright expiration protocol – the author’s life plus 75 years 

(Leong 4). The United States didn’t join the Berne Convention until 1988 (Leong 4). However, 

the Berne Convention’s faults became evident after the evolution of the Internet. The convention 

does not mention sound recordings, was created over a hundred years before computers, and 

lacks a system for law enforcement (Leong 4). Following the Berne Convention many years 

later, the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) passed a series of treaties to address 

the faults of the Berne Convention on December 20, 1996 (Leong 5). The WIPO Copyright 

Treaty (WCT) and the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty (WPPT) prohibits the lack 

of technological protections given to copyrighted works, allowing copyright holders to 

technologically protect their works with specific limiting software and hold users liable for 

attempting to tamper with the limiting software (Leong 5). Also, the WIPO Internet Treaties 

claim that if individuals who are not the copyright holder distribute copyrighted works on the 

Internet immediately infringe upon copyright law (Leong 5). Therefore WIPO helped to 

emphasize the concept that copyright holders have control over their works’ distribution on the 

Internet. The WIPO Internet treaties paved the way for legislation such as the Digital 

Millennium Copyright Act and the European Union's Copyright Directive (Leong 5). 

In October of 1998, the U.S. attempted to act on increasing online copyright 

infringement and protect copyright holders. The Digital Millennium Copyright Act attempts to 

restrain copyright infringement online by eliminating the technology that allows users to obtain 
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restricted copyrighted works (Leong 5). The DMCA is a response to America’s traditional 

copyright law’s inability to control Internet copyright infringement, P2P networks, and other 

infringing technologies (Leong 5). The DMCA attempts to prevent technology from emerging on 

the Internet that would allow people to access restricted copyrighted works (Leong 5). As a 

result, this allows record labels to encode protective software onto their copyrighted works 

(Leong 5). Specific technologies to remove such protective software are also prohibited by the 

DMCA (Leong 5). Overseas, Europe adopted the Directive on the Enforcement of Intellectual 

Property Rights in March of 2004 (Leong 5). “The Directive” plans to control online piracy by 

inflicting strict punishment upon copyright infringers (Leong 5). Liability is given to third party 

infringers such as Napster and Grokster that provides potential online copyright infringing 

software (Leong 5). Therefore, the U.S. federal government and nations all over the planet have 

attempted to enact laws to protect copyright holders online and hold violating users liable. 

Although litigation has taken place and laws have been enacted, online piracy continues to rage 

on the Internet and violators still find ways to illegally access copyrighted works. 

In another attempt to limit Internet piracy and enforce copyright law worldwide, 

litigation in the U.S. and other nations has been brought upon specific music download service 

providers and violating individuals. In 1999, the Recording Industry Association of America or 

the RIAA sued Napster, Inc, a file-sharing company, for copyright infringement directly and 

indirectly (Beets 1). Napster claimed that they did indeed take part in reproduction and 

distribution of copyrighted works, but argued for fair use (Napster, Inc. 239 F.3d 1004). RIAA 
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claimed that the defendant did not have a fair use defense (Napster, Inc. 239 F.3d 1004). Napster 

allowed the transfer of MP3 files by its users over the Internet free of charge and argued that its 

business activities “fell within a safe harbor exception to section 512 of the DMCA,” exempting 

specific service providers from “liability for direct, vicarious, and contributory infringement and 

limits injunctive relief” (Beets 2). However, the courts decided that Napster was obligated to 

monitor its network for stolen files and eliminate files that violate copyright law (Leong 6). In 

conclusion, the Napster litigation was a huge step for record companies towards limiting online 

piracy and protecting copyright holders in the U.S.  

Another notable case that occurred in response to the rapid increase of online piracy 

arose when MGM took Grokster, a P2P file-sharing service, all the way to the United States 

Supreme Court in June 2005 (Leong 7). Grokster offered free software to permit users to obtain 

a P2P network that allows users to download music files directly from another user’s computer 

without a central server (Grokster, Ltd. 545 U.S. 913). The U.S. Supreme Court held Grokster 

liable for encouraging its users to infringe copyrighted works and liable for third party copyright 

infringement (Grokster, Ltd. 545 U.S. 913). Moreover, the RIAA named 261 individuals as 

“direct infringers” by identifying each users’ unique IP address in its first round of lawsuits in 

2003 to hold violators accountable and limit illegal downloading (Leong 6). More individuals 

have been found guilty of online copyright infringement since. Concisely, the Napster and 

Grokster cases were attempts by record labels and the U.S. government to hold infringers 

accountable and curb online piracy. However, litigation versus media downloading services and 

individual users has done little to reduce or eliminate online piracy and copyright infringement. 
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As a whole, the amount of total file sharing on the Internet hasn’t changed (Leong 8). Despite 

consumer’s arguments that CD’s are too expensive and that music artists already reap plenty of 

royalty benefits, the recording industry claims that by continuing to download copyright 

protected materials illegally online is severely hurting the artists (Leong 8).   

In April, 2003, Apple became the pioneer of legal media downloading and introduced 

Apple iTunes Music Store, allowing users to legally buy entire albums, individual songs, and 

other forms of entertainment (Leong 8). The creation of iTunes was a response to heavy online 

piracy and the Napster, Grokster, and individual litigations. Apple's ability to acquire licensing 

agreements from five major record labels including EMI, Sony, BMG, Vivendi-Universal and 

AOL/Time-Warner has made their media downloading business possible (Leong 8). Apple also 

obtained licensing agreements with independent record labels (Leong 8). Apple’s success and 

ability to persuade copyright holders to license their works to them is fueled by Apple’s 

dependable copyright protecting contract and its Digital Rights Management system set in place 

to limit user control over copyright infringing technology. Currently, the iTunes Music Store has 

over two million songs available and has now introduced podcasts, televisions shows and 

audiobooks for legal downloading (Leong 8). In 2004, iTunes expanded to Europe and sold over 

“fifty million songs in seventeen different countries in its first year” (Leong 8). Users can 

purchase songs for 99 cents in the U.S. (prices vary in Europe and Asia) once the iTunes 

software is downloaded (Leong 9). In addition to Apple’s ability to control copyright with 

FairPlay technology, iTunes gains much of its popularity based on its easy-to-use features. iTMS 
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also offers free music videos, album art, thirty-second song previews, and CD descriptions. 

Exclusive special features include playlists created by celebrities, exclusive tracks, and 

audiobooks (Gasser 12). iTunes can even allow users to create Smart Playlists based on an 

individual’s desired criteria and iTunes finds the media that matches your settings and creates a 

playlist that automatically updates itself. iTMS allows users to use back-up discs to back up 

libraries, burn CDs, create mixes, and rent movies. 

Apple’s “dual use of contract and copyright law,” allows the company to create 

agreements through contract and restrictions from copyright law (Leong). This business model 

allows Apple to make contracts with a wide range of record labels and provide users with a 

multitude of entertainment options. Apple’s ability to enforce copyright law within their contract 

and use specific copyright enforcing technology is attractive to copyright holders such as record 

labels (Leong 9). Apple establishes a private agreement and creates a contract between itself and 

the user within the international boundaries of copyright (Leong 9). Contracts vary between 

countries depending on each nation’s specific copyright regulations (Leong 9). In the United 

States, the Terms of Service permits Apple the right to “discontinue service” if a user does not 

adhere with its requirements and gives Apple the right to take the steps necessary to enforce the 

agreement (Leong 9). In addition, Apple has the right to release account information to law 

enforcement to implement its Terms of Service contract (Leong 9).  

Because contract law can override copyright law in the United States, Apple can 

increase revenue sales and provide a wider range of media (Gasser 16). First, copyright law 

gives authors “exclusive control” over a certain period of time and everyone besides the 
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copyright holder must acquire permission to use the copyrighted work (Gasser 13). A 

copyrighted work falls in the public domain once the copyright expires (Gasser 13). Some 

exceptions to copyright law are the first sale doctrine (this allows purchasers of copyrighted 

works to sell or dispose of the work), and fair use (this allows specific individuals to use 

copyrighted works in certain situations without having to pay the copyright holder or be sued for 

copyright infringement) (Gasser 13). The first sales doctrine under copyright law in the United 

States has an effect on copyright distribution and reproduction on the Internet and within Apple’s 

contract agreement. The doctrine attempts to boost the availability of copyrighted work and 

guarantees their continued availability (Gasser 52). In addition, the first sale doctrine permits 

access to copyrighted works and lowers prices to reduce competition (Gasser 52). 

In contrast, contract law imposes private agreements between participants who agree 

to perform or decline certain actions (Gasser 14). There are many aspects of Apple’s contract 

that can alter copyright law and its exceptions (Gasser 14). Apple uses a “clickwrap” contract 

that is presented at the software’s download asking the potential user to agree with the Terms of 

Use for the iTunes Music Store (Gasser 14). The iTunes Music Store Terms of Service contract 

alters distribution rights, only allowing users to share files with five computers and surrenders 

Apple’s and the copyright holder’s right to file suit, violating the right to reproduce (Gasser 15). 

In the United States, “copyright law does not override contract law,” but contracts are 

encouraged to include copyright protections (Gasser 17-18). Apple uses contractual agreements 

to modify the “balance of rights and defenses available under contract” (Gasser 18). The 

relationship between contract law and copyright law varies greatly in Europe and Asia (Gasser 
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21). Therefore, in the U.S. contract law is enforceable over copyright law and by including 

copyright protection within their iTMS contract agreement, Apple gains the trust of copyright 

holders worldwide and provides a vast media library. 

 Apple’s Terms of Sale and Terms of Service agreement allows all individual users to 

enter a contract that includes the Digital Rights Management scheme, also known as Apple’s 

“FairPlay” (Leong 9). By accepting these conditions, the user agrees that by purchasing music 

and other forms of entertainment on iTunes, they are accepting the terms created by Apple and 

by stepping outside of these boundaries, the user could be liable for copyright infringement 

(Leong 9). DRM is a technology that restricts users in two ways; users can only download a song 

once and this song can only be shared with five computers; and the iPod is the only MP3 player 

that supports the FairPlay system (Gasser 11). Apple’s unique FairPlay program has a “set of 

rules encrypted within a digital work” that can be used to limit the use of digital work and collect 

data on the digital work’s uses (Leong 9). Ultimately, DRM disables a user’s capability to make 

a sixth copy of a song (Gasser 35). To restrict users from removing the DRM technology, the 

DMCA prohibits the removal of DRM to prevent individuals from accessing copyrighted works 

(Gasser 36). Also, the DMCA prohibits “trafficking in devices” that can remove access controls 

(Gasser 36). DRM FairPlay limits distribution of iTunes songs over the web; copied songs do not 

work until a specific computer has been permitted to play them (Gasser 41). Therefore, DRM 

technology can prevent infringing acts and report violators to enforce copyright law on the 

Internet (Leong 10). Consequently, because under DRM technology, iTunes is only compatible 
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with iPods, Apple uses their software sales to fuel hardware sales (Gasser 11). Apple’s DRM 

FairPlay technology greatly restricted individual usage and attempted to hold users accountable 

for copyright infringement, ultimately preventing online piracy within the iTunes Music Store.  

The largest criticism of Apple’s iTunes Music Store business plan is that Apple limits 

consumer choices by using DRM technology and by purposely restricting the use of the iTMS to 

only iPods and Apple products (Arewa 7).  Author of “iTunes: Have They Created a System for 

International Copyright Enforcement?” Kelly Leong, argues Apple’s iTMS prevents competition 

through close DRM monitoring and by only making iTunes compatible with iPods, locking 

customers into the “Apple sphere” (11). First, Apple made modifications to the iPod to reject 

WMA files (Arewa 6). This left consumers no choice but to use iTune’s compatible files. 

Secondly, Apple placed technological restrictions such as Apple’s FairPlay DRM scheme 

(Arewa 6). Users who buy music from rival media downloading programs were unable to play 

that music on iPods and FairPlay is incompatible with any other MP3 player, except for iPods 

(Arewa 6). Thirdly, the FairPlay DRM technology allowed Apple to assign their own usage 

rights for iTunes transactions (Arewa 7). Apple gave little freedom to its users despite all iTMS 

has to offer. Thus, through the specific use of DRM, Apple is accused of putting a “constraint on 

consumer choice” and being “anticompetitive” (Arewa 7). France developed a law to enforce 

Europe’s “Directive,” referred to as the "iTunes law" (Arewa 5). The law forces Apple to make 

its goods compatible with other companies’ downloading services (Arewa 5). Consumer 

protection groups from Norway, Finland, Germany also agreed that Apple’s iTMS should be 

available to other media players and not exclusively the iPod (Arewa 5). In the U.S., cases 
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concerning the same consumer concerns are pending in California (Arewa 5). Many companies 

and consumers see Apple’s iTMS business model as monopoly driven. Consequently, in January 

2009 Apple decided to remove its DRM restrictions from iTunes (Richards). Now, users have the 

ability to move songs and media between their digital devices, no longer exclusive to iPods and 

iPhones (Richards). The public is also permitted to make unlimited copies of songs (Hardy). In 

addition, Apple began offering “pricing tiers” for specific songs (Richards). Many songs dropped 

to 69 cents while big hits and new songs now retail for $1.29 as of April 2009 (Richards). This 

recent change resulted from consumers’ complaints of restriction and limitation within the Apple 

empire and because other legal music downloading services such as Amazon.com already 

provide DRM-free programs (Richards). 

In conclusion, the United States along with the rest of the world has made attempts to 

control the new widespread technology that harbors illegal file sharing on the Internet. The 

authorities created the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, the WIPO Internet Treaties, the 

“Directive,” and held copyright law offenders liable in court such as Napster and Grokster. With 

the emersion of Apple’s iTunes Music Store. Apple has become the poster child for successful 

and profitable legal media downloading. Apple dually enforces both contract and copyright law 

and previously used DRM technology to monitor users’ activities. The iTMS’s wide selection of 

media and range of uses makes the iPod attractive to consumers. Despite accusations of Apple’s 

monopolistic activities, the iTMS has become the ultimate model for international online 

copyright protection and legal music downloading. 


